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Optical Switching  and Networking HandbookMcGraw-Hill, 2001
Before you begin to read this book, please take a moment to read these introductory comments. The title of the book may be misleading for many people:

For the engineering person, this may sound like the bible of optical networks and switching systems. Not so! This is not an engineering book and will not dig into the gory details of bits...
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Foundation Actionscript 3.0 Animation: Making Things Move!Friends of Ed, 2007
In this book, you'll learn
	All the ActionScript 3.0 (including math and trigonometry functions) and Flash rendering techniques you'll need to start animating with code
	Basic motion principles such as velocity, acceleration, friction, easing, and bouncing
	How to handle user interaction via the keyboard and...
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Geometric Fundamentals of Robotics (Monographs in Computer Science)Springer, 2004
Geometric Fundamentals of Robotics provides an elegant introduction to the geometric concepts that are important to applications in robotics. This second edition is still unique in providing a deep understanding of the subject: rather than focusing on computational results in kinematics and robotics, it includes significant state-of-the...
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Building a Web 2.0 Portal with ASP.NET 3.5O'Reilly, 2008
If you think you're well versed in ASP.NET, think again. This exceptional guide gives you a master class in site building with ASP.NET 3.5 and other cutting-edge Microsoft technologies. You learn how to develop rock-solid web portal applications that can withstand millions of hits every day while surviving scalability and security pressures -- not...
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Chemical Bioavailability in Terrestrial Environments, Volume 32 (Developments in Soil Science)Elsevier Limited, 2008
This book begins with an overview of current thinking on bioavailability, its definition, cutting edge research in speciation and advancement in tools for assessing chemical bioavailability in the terrestrial environment. The second section of the book focuses on the role of chemical speciation in bioavailability. Section three addresses...
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Practical Eclipse Rich Client Platform Projects (Practical Projects)Apress, 2009
Eclipse and the Rich Client Platform (RCP) together form a leading development platform. It provides a lightweight software component framework based on plug–ins. In addition to allowing Eclipse to be extended using other programming languages, it provides the key to the seamless integration of tools with Eclipse. The RPC gives Eclipse its...
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Biology Demystified (TAB Demystified)McGraw-Hill, 2003
Guide to understanding basic and applied scientific information, for those who've had not formal training in biology. Includes more than 150 illustrations, a pronunciation guide, self-tests, and reviews. Softcover. DLC: Biology.    

       UNDERSTAND BIOLOGY -- WITHOUT DISSECTING ANYTHING!
  If you're years removed...
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Error Control Coding: From Theory to PracticeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Error Control Coding: From Theory to Practice provides a concise introduction to basic coding techniques and their application. The fundamental concepts of coding theory are explained using simple examples with minimum use of complex mathematical tools. The selection of appropriate codes and the design of decoders are discussed.
...
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PHP for Absolute BeginnersApress, 2009
Get started in web development using PHP. Even if you've never programmed before, author Jason Lengstorf introduces you to PHP by building a PHP-based blogging site while covering all the good coding practices and skills that you'll need when you start your own projects.
	Create web content with version 5.3 of...
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Fodder Crops and Amenity Grasses (Handbook of Plant Breeding)Springer, 2009
The main role of grasses, clovers and alfalfa in temperate agriculture is still to provide forage for ruminant animals but, in the last decades, the importance of amenity grasses increased markedly and, in the near future, new developments in the areas of energy and biomass use can be envisaged. Fodder Crops and Amenity Grasses, fifth volume in...
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Data Mining on Multimedia Data (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2003

	The increasing use of computer technology in many areas of economic, scientific, and social life is resulting in large collections of digital data. The amount of data which is created on and stored in computers is growing from day to day. Electronic database facilities are common everywhere and can now be considered a standard technology....
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The CSS Pocket GuidePeachpit Press, 2010

	CSS is a language for describing the presentation of elements in a document marked up in HTML. It enables you to rapidly create Web designs that can be shared by multiple pages, accelerates development time, and is the essential tool for building standards-compliant sites. This low-priced pocket guide works as a concise introduction to CSS3...
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